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The House Post Audit and Oversight Bureau (the "Bureau") has

conducted several audits and inquiries relating to major

privatization initiatives. Privatization has not been something

that is new per se to Massachusetts. The Commonwealth has

historically contracted for a variety of services and functions

from non-governmental providers.

What is new about the current emphasis on privatization is

the delegation to the private sector of different and more

expanded functions that were previously and customarily

considered governmental services. The Bureau has inspected

several of these functions on a case by case basis and has

difficulty accepting the alleged monetary savings claimed by the

Administration.

It must be stated unequivocally that the Bureau has never

said, nor will it say, that privatization per se is good or bad.

The decision to privatize any particular service function must be

a policy decision. The Bureau evaluates a privatization program

(or any program) based on all available data to determine if

privatization of a particular function or service operates

effectively and practically.

Consistent with the Bureau's role as a performance auditor,

the decisions about whether a particular program meets the stated

legislative and executive missions must be made on a case by case



basis. It is the Bureau's belief that like any governmental

program subject to audit, privatization initiatives must be

evaluated. The determination of whether a privatized state

function is beneficial is a necessary and responsible inquiry.

To do anything less is a dereliction of the Bureau's

responsibility and a disservice to taxpayers. Identifying hidden

long term costs, addressing issues of public safety, or public

liability, as well as other concerns is an essential part of the

Bureau's role.

The Bureau has examined in detail three of the major

initiatives undertaken under the Administration's privatization

effort. These studies far from saying privatization is bad or

good focused on the following particulars:

I. Essex County Highway Department

The Bureau's report was critical of the drafting of the

contract and the oversight mechanisms that were put into place.

The Bureau found too much of the decision making was left to the

private contractor in terms of prioritizing maintenance functions

and in terms of general oversight.

The Bureau soundly disputed the Administration's claims of

savings based on the following:

1. Repeated visual and photographic inspections
demonstrated that the additional services (totaling

$1.9 million by the Administration) did not
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materialize. Further, based upon careful review of
documentation, the Bureau questions whether all of the
basic services sought in the contract were provided.

2. The Bureau found no evidence - and was provided with
none-about the level of service provided before
privatization took place. Without a definitive base of
comparison, the Bureau cannot understand how cost
comparisons can be made or how the value of additional
services can be measured. Moreover, because of a

consolidation of DPW districts during privatization, it
was impossible to develop an "apples to apples"
comparison.

The Bureau notes that since much of the Essex County Highway

Services were already privatized prior to its audit, the major

contentions were the level of services, prioritization of

maintenance functions, and appropriate oversight. The Bureau

found oversight lacking and a marked failure of DPW to set the

agenda in terms of priorities. The Bureau would also note that

it was repeatedly attacked on the basis that it did not allow MHD

to provide the necessary documentation. The Bureau would only

respond that it has yet to receive the raw data from which an

objective observer could evaluate each of the savings claims made

by the MHD. In addition, the principal contractor on the job

refused to provide its financial statements despite the fact that

these documents were subpoenaed.

II. The State Pharmacy Privatization Initiative

The Executive Office of Health and Human Services ("EOHHS")

Pharmacy privatization initiative has several factors which
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raised concern. The planning process, in large part delegated to

an outside consultant, was rushed and incomplete. The decision

to go with a state subsidized private pharmacy operation and a

separate and detached prime vendor system incurred unnecessary

costs and introduced needlessly fractured functions.

By altering and cancelling pre-existing pharmaceutical

contracts unnecessarily and by providing unwarranted subsidies to

the private contractor, the Administration failed to obtain the

best deal for the Commonwealth.

The Bureau could not identify the $3 million dollars in

savings claimed by the Administration. Instead, what the Bureau

found was that the prices paid for pharmaceuticals increased much

more than was necessary and the institution of an unmanaged prime

vendor system guaranteed that at a minimum all prices for

pharmaceuticals increased by $1.9%. In addition, the Bureau had

major concerns about the failure of the EOHHS to identify and

institute a pharmaceutical contract management component in its

prime vendor system.

The Bureau also notes that at a time when The Executive

Office of Administration and Finance ("A&F") and the

Administration's consultant Factor Management, are advocating

that state agencies be charged for office space, the pharmacy

contract provided state facilities to the private pharmacy vendor

free of charge.
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Ill. Charles River Hospital - West

The Bureau conducted and continues to perform an extensive

reviev; of the closure of Northampton State Hospital ("NHSH") and

the replacement of services provided by Charles River Hospital -

West ("CRHW"). The Bureau's primary concern is that CRHW has

serious financial problems and that no safety or backup system

exists if CRHW does not survive. The Bureau also expressed a

serious concern about the planning process by the Department of

Mental Health ("DMH"). The Bureau notes that quality of care and

protection of mentally ill persons was jeopardized by a rush to

close NHSH. The Bureau did not address the merits of closing

NHSH. The Bureau's principal focus was the process which led to

CRHW receiving the contract and its ability to meet the service

needs of DMH clients.

The Bureau's findings with respect to each of these

initiatives focused on the lack of planning, inappropriate

oversight, and deficient management. The Bureau believes that in

at least the first two cases, the initiatives could have worked

to the benefit of taxpayers if the proper drafting and management

were built into the contracts. The DMH initiative at CRHW

remains an open question. The Bureau has yet to identify any

real savings either projected or real that would have accrued to

the Commonwealth under the CRHW program.
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The remainder of this report concerns the inability of the

Bureau to verify the savings claimed by the Administration. The

scarcity of detailed backup information, source documents and

verifiable numbers has been a constant source of frustration to

the Bureau in its attempt to assess the true benefits of the

privatized programs. The failure to provide cost data is

troubling to the Bureau. If privatization of specific functions

has been successful, then the Administration should be

forthcoming with documentation to support those savings.

IV. $273 Million in Savings: Estimate. Illusion, or Both ?

In late October, 1993, the Executive Office of

Administration and Finance ("A&F") issued a draft report

entitled: "Privatization in Massachusetts - Getting Results".

This report claimed that $273 million in savings could be

identified as resulting from the Administration's new

privatization initiatives. The Bureau found based upon its

review of the three earlier mentioned examinations (and other

examinations) that the $273 million dollar figure has no basis in

fact and is not supported by the records provided to the Bureau.

The Bureau finds that the $273 million dollar savings figure

is not supportable based upon the following:

1. The three detailed examinations performed by the Bureau
do not support the claimed savings.
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a)

b)

c)

the Highway privatization effort in Essex County
does not substantiate in any way a claimed

"savings of $1.9 million in additional services".

The Highway privatization contract has incomplete
documentation and has documentation which is

clearly erroneous.

subtract (-)$!.9 million from claimed

$273 million.

the Bureau found no substantiation of savings of
$3 million from the pharmacy prime vendor
privatization. The Bureau found in every instance
costs increased, and in several cases

substantially. The Bureau also found that by
going to a prime vendor, a 1.9% increase was built

into the system. Far from saving money, the
Bureau found the program as designed cost more
money.

subtract (-)$3 million from claimed $273 million.

the Bureau found with respect to CRHW, the amount
of medicaid reimbursements were grossly
overestimated. In addition to paying a higher
aggregate cost per diem at CRHW, the amounts of
medicaid reimbursements were well below the

claimed 50%. The final numbers have yet to be
calculated, but do not support any claimed
savings.

subtract (-) from claimed $273 million.

A review of the A&F report necessitated subpoenaing all of

the materials that were used to come up with the "savings"

figure. Based on the Bureau's review of the documents provided

pursuant to the subpoena, the claim of $273 million is

unsupported and unjustifiable. A&F produced four (4) volumes of

materials which it claimed provided the supporting documentation
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for the privatization report. According to A&F, they have

attached "a cover sheet keyed to the table entry (Table 4 of the

report entitled; Privatization in Massachusetts: Getting

Results.) that states the source of the data and the method used

to arrive at the "Annual Cost Savings Volume entry." The cover

letter dated November 19, 1993 also notes "these figures

represent the estimated annual costs to the Commonwealth to

obtain the present level of service had the initiative not been

undertaken." (emphasis added)

The Bureau reviewed these volumes in great detail in an

attempt to verify the validity or foundation of the estimates.

In particular, the Bureau noted that there was absolutely no

uniformity of records provided or uniformity of method by which

the estimates were arrived at. Some of the materials had

background memoranda which were only marginally relevant to the

source of the estimates. Other items had a multitude of pages of

supposed backup materials. Yet, major items, including those of

largest dollar impact, had only a few pages of explanation.

One hundred and forty-three million ($143M) of the claimed

$273 million in "savings" are derived from capital avoidance

costs due to closing state hospital and mental health facilities.

These figures "represent the projected capital requirements which

A&F claims are needed to meet federal certification requirements
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and accreditation standards, and for long term maintenance of

these facilities." To date, the Bureau has not seen sufficient

documentation on this to verify it. Some of the materials

provided under this item include savings and costs due to

privatization for FY'90 through FY'94. These claims, if

accurate, include the projections of the final eighteen (18)

months of the prior administration.

In addition four of the items of the report totaling

$175,762,000 million or 64% of the total savings do not indicate

the number of months elapsed - these represent initiatives which

span several years and for which almost no backup material is

provided.

There is no uniform calculation to arrive at the savings

estimated. Many of the initiatives included are simply

downsizing programs or closing state facilities due to declining

census. Other costs which should be included do not appear, for

instance, the cost of employees who spend all or most of their

time working on privatization initiatives are not included. For

example, the Bureau would expect to see the salaries of Steve

Wilson, Charles Kostro and other privatization employees being

charged off as costs of privatization functions. The Bureau

would also expect to see printing costs for promotional

materials, and the cost of the consultants that were hired to

promote privatization.
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None of these costs are identified in the materials. The

Bureau does not believe these costs were ever included. One of

the ways that an objective reviewer would evaluate the success of

the particular privatized program would be a detailed cost

comparison of the state run program and the privatized function.

If A&F did not complete their own cost comparison sheets

(See Appendix II) and did not provide the data from which an

auditor would complete the sheets, the Bureau can only wonder hov;

the actual cost saving numbers that were claimed were arrived at.

Interestingly, on page 8 or the main report, the authors

claim that "even if a function is transferred to an outside

contractor, the Commonwealth will continue to incur certain

costs." There is no backup provided which discusses the cost of

employees who were displaced, no calculation of how many

employees were forced to collect unemployment, and what the

impact of those costs was on the total initiative.

Despite the fact that pages 8,9 and 10 of the A&F report

speak to items such as amortization and conversion costs, using

the proper time frame, and retained costs, none of the backup

materials reference these costs and calculates them as part of

the total savings package.

Page 18, item G provides a checklist of items to be used in

calculated savings. The Bureau found no backup for any of the

initiatives that addressed any of these issues.
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For example, the Bureau notes the following for those items

in the Essex County Highway audit:

Item G - Cost Comparison

15. Costs of Contracting Out

Essex County

15a. Contract Administration

15b. Contract Support

15c. Operating Costs

15d. Indirect Costs

15e. Incidental Costs

15f. One Time Conversion Costs

15g. One Time Start-up Costs
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Bureau Finding

Did not include all contract

administration expenses.

State employees observed on

several occasions performing
direct labor that was supposed
to be performed by contractor
such as litter pickup, cutting
grass and cleaning rest areas.

No backup provided to verify
equipment, materials and other

items not utilized from state.

Bureau unable to verify. No

backup on allocation of
overhead and privatization
response team where 30 MHD

employees assigned to
contractor.

No backup. Bureau questions
whether items such as lawsuits

are included here or

elsewhere.

Unverifiable.

Unverifiable. Costs appear to
span several fiscal years. No

basis of comparison available.



The Bureau found even more problems trying to analyze

Pharmacy privatization and CRHW actual costs under these

criteria. The only fact that the Bureau was able to be determine

was that A&F did not use their own criteria in making these cost

savings estimates.

In particular, the Bureau notes that A&F produced cost

comparison sheets as part of the original report. For instance,

Pages 123 and 124 of the A&F backup material provide cost

comparison worksheets comparing the "in-house" cost estimate to

cost of contracting out. The Bureau did not find a set of these

sheets or the raw data that would allow an auditor to compare

these items for any of the initiatives claimed to be privatized.

Conclusion

A&F provided the Bureau with four volumes principally

composed of drafts, memos, student papers and research reports as

backup for the claimed savings of $273 million. What the Bureau

has yet to receive is a detailed cost benefit analysis for each

of the initiatives along with the completed cost sheets which

were prepared by A&F and should have been completed as part of

the process. The Bureau does not have in its possession the raw

data which could be used to complete the cost analysis despite

asking for all materials used to prepare the report claiming $273

million dollars in savings. The initiatives that the Bureau has
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examined to date have not generated the savings claimed. The

Bureau believes that the actual aggregate savings claimed is much

- much lower, if there is in fact any savings.

The Bureau also disputes the inclusion of initiatives that

would not typically be considered as privatization, such as

closing facilities due to large reductions in census. In short,

the report issued by A&F is unsupported and grossly overstated.

It assumes the estimated savings will become actual savings

despite stark examples that there may not be. Dramatically

reduced levels of medicaid reimbursements are one example of this

fact. In an attempt to paint as rosy a picture as possible, A&F

has failed to provide documentation that would allow an objective

observer to weigh the merits of each initiative in an open

fashion.
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10.

11

12

13
14

B
17

1§
20
21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

IMITATIVE Start Date

ADMINISTRATION & FINANCE

ANNUAL

Savings*

ELAPSED

MONTHSb
Savings

to Date"

Managementof State Transportation Building
Micrographics Management Services
Procurement and Delrverv of Pharmaceuticals

Julv 1992

August 1992

Julv 1992

Fleet Vehicle Repair and Maintenance-Phase 1 Julv 1991

1.000 14

288 15

S.OOOt 16

46 27

1.166

360

3.000

107

9ata only siippnrts-JILriratits.
^^Yjj|2£8-has.-sptg. -documentation.

Fleet Vehicle Repair and Maintenance—Phase 2

ChildSupportPayment Processing

Collection of Past Due Amounts

Health & human services

Hospital Consolidation and Community
Placements (DPH)

Hospital Consolidation and Community
Placements (DMH)

HospitalConsolidation andCommunity
Placements (DMR)
Hospital Consolidation and Closure,
Capital Avoidance

Managed Mental Health Care
and Substance Abuse Services

Accounts Receivable Collections for Medicaid
(DPW)

Institutional Food Services (DMR)
Institutional Food Services (DPH)
Institutional Housekeeping Services (DMR)
Institutional Housekeeping Services (DPH)
Institutional Laundry Services (DMH)
Institutional Pharmaceutical Services (EOHHS)
Partnership Clinics (DMH)
Revenue Collection (DSS)

pubuc Safety

Prison Health Care

Prison Food Service

TRANSPORTATION & CONSTRUCTION

October 1993

September
1992

January 1993

August 1991-

March 1992

Ongoing

Ongoing

August 1991-
Marchl992

April 1992

Before January
1991

August 1993

August 1993

August 1993

August 1993

October 1992

August 1993

Julv 1991

Julv 1993

January 1992

August 1992

150

130

200

11,356

25,362

26,000

3,000

5.600

1.000

4,000

961

647

800

6.500

25.000

3.459

313

13

14 163

200

20 18,926

25,362

6,000

143,000<»

16 33,000

1.400

1.400

250

1.000

240

13 701

200

28 15.167

8.333

22 6.342

15 391

o bac.

Unverified.
-ifo-conraenfc.

Unsubstantiated -

Unverified.

Unverified.

Disputedr No'backup.
Pisp^te^rZITo3ackup.

•corcienW

Ho comment.
Mo cc—

comment.

zcrmenz.

h$ fflgfce-

Disputed.
ITof

Less service.

due to
:e cens'

Disputed - less service provided.

Unverified.

"Disputed - Capital avoidance costs
anmialized-.trnrough^annual-,expenses

U£

§3^>Lr£gd. $1.9M value additional

Error in document estimate.

Privatization?

Privatization?

No comment.

Highway Maintenance, EssexCounty September
1992

4,500e 14 4,783

Highway Maintenance, Eastern Seaboard November

1993

19,000s 0 0

Communities & Development

UUlitv Conservation, Public Housing
-

5,000 o 0

CONSUMER AFFAIRS

Lemon Law Arbitration
-

310
-

_

ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS

Skating Rink Management, Phase 1 February 1992 237

36^
21 415

72'
Skating Rink Management, Phase2 December

1992

712

202f
11 652

202f
Skating Rink Management, Phase 3 October 1993 119

(44K
1 10

(4)
Zoos August 1992 525 15 656

Total 273.507

aTherepresents theannual savings thatthe privatization, oncefully implemented, isexpected to realize.
Insomecases, savings to date exceed prorated annual savings because ofbetterthanexpected performance
or one-time gains.
b As of 1November 1993.
c One-timesavings.
d$143 million indeflected capital expense.
e Savings and value ofadditional services.
•Additional revenue/(expense).

Additional privatizationinitiatives planned for fiscal year 1994 will save the
Commonwealth still more money.

The consolidation of state hospitalsand the relocation ofmany patients to more
clinically appropriate community-based settingsareamong the administration's largest
privatization endeavors. These facilities were operating in aggregateat only 18 percent of
capacitywhen Gov. Weld took office, an extraordinarywaste of public funds." Consider
the documented savings from closing just one facility, the state school in Belchenown. AH
296 clients elected community-based placements. The average cost per patientat
Belchenown exceeded SI00,000. The average placement cost in community settings is
$79,000." Annual savings from just this one facility: $6,216,000.

Costs at the Dever State School have run still higher. At an annual cost ofas much as
$125,000 per patient, the Dever is the most expensive state-run facility in the United
States. At $438/day, Massachusetts had the highest per diem rates in the country for the
care of people with mental retardation. The result was that 90% of individuals with

-No.

Jfo.

comment.,

comments.



Table 1. Cost Comparison Worksheet
Page 1

Type of Cost In-House Cost Estimate Cost of Contracting Out

annual Costs

! Contract Administration

Salaries and Wages $

Supplies S

Travel $

Equipment $

Occupancy $

Data Processing $

Other $

Contractor Support
1 Use of Space $

Other $

Indirect Costs

Departmental Overhead s

Administration-wide Overhead s

Corporate Overhead s

Group Insurance/Fringe $ $

1 Payroll Taxes s s

Occupancy s s

Operating Costs

Salaries and Wages $ $

Supplies $ s

Equipment $ s

Raw Materials $ s

1 Other: s $

$ $

s s

Incidental Costs

Performance Bond $

Liability Insurance s s

Audit $ s

Data Processing $ $

Interest $ $

Other: $ $

Annual Amortization of

Subtotal of Page 2
s s

! Allowance for Profit $

I Total s s

ONE TIME COSTS

Conversion Costs

Competitive Procurement s

Contract Development $

Personnel Recruitment s

StaffTraining $

Monitoring System Development s

Out-Placement $

Retraining $

Unemployment Liability $

COBRA $

Benefits Buyout $

Parallel Operations s

Start-Up

Bid Preparation $

Contract Development $

Personnel Recruitment $ s

StaffTraining s $

Operation Svstems Development $ $

Capital Outlav $ $

Sale of Surplus Property ( ) ( )

Subtotal to Page 1 $ $

APPENDIX II
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APPENDIX III

A&F Backup Volumes - Quick Reverence and Comment

Volume I

1. PP-

2 . pp.

3. PP-

4. pp.

5. pp.

6. pp.

Volume III

1-171 Introduction and drafts of final report.

172, 173 Letter to Bureau.

174 - 178 Earlier draft.

179 - 181 Kennedy School student paper.

182, 183 Draft.

184 - 188 Memo from Rachel Kemp, Director, State

Office of Affirmative Action to Steve Wilson on

Shattuck issues.

7. pp. 189, 190 Affirmative action table - Shattuck.

8. pp. 191 - 195 Memo and affirmative action table -

Shattuck.

9. pp. 196,197 Shattuck affirmative action.

10. pp. 198 - 202 Same as item #7.

11. pp. 203, 204 FY'93 Health and Human Services

disposition of personnel at risk.

12. pp. 205 - 210 Workforce at risk.

13. pp. 211 Answering the critics.

14. pp. 218 - 231 Privatization of people of color -
redeployment.

15. pp. 232, 233 Wages & benefits table.

16. pp. 234 - 272 Salary schedules pharmacy staff
redeployment.

17. pp. 273, 274 Letter to Bureau.

18. pp. 275 - 277 Number of bids received privatization.



19. pp. 278, 279 Estimated savings.

20. pp. 280 - 283 Management of state office building.

Bureau Comment:

Consultant estimate of savings $1,360, 380 list of broad

comparison from consultant no supporting documentation - no

cost sheets as per report. Savings of $319,083 in repairs

and maintenance as indicated on page 283 are not explained.

Owner cost of garage negative item to contractor? Cleaning

savings of $211,135 - same service?

21. pp. 284 State transportation building - claim $1
million savings - based on 10 months under management

contract with R.M. Bradley.

Bureau Comment;

10 month actual - estimate for year - no backup.

22. pp. 285 Micrographics Management service list -
information provided.

23. pp. 286 - 307 Sale of Supplies Micrographic equipment
replacement of "in-house" micrographic operation.

estimated savings: $288,000 listed

actual savings: $288,451

Bureau Comment:

No completed cost sheets some cost information unverified.

24. pp. 308 Procurement of Pharmaceuticals.

25. pp. 309 -

listed savings of: $ 548,552
cost avoidance/savings: $ 628,460



26. pp. 310 -

cost avoidance savings: $1,396,871

Bureau Comment:

Completely unsupported - no comprehensive cost sheets -

direct variance with Bureau findings. Aggregate figures

fail to reflect differences in census and closure of

facilities. Claims of reduced hours for purchase orders -

claims saving "doing other things"? Claims about inventory

completely unsupported. Because of different treatment of

long term contracts, i.e. some cancelled before term -

others - no options - exercised - inventories varied by

institutions and client base.

27,

28.

29,

30,

31,

32,

33

pp. 311 - 320 Prime vendor memo - Pioneer Institute
report.

PP

PP

PP

PP

PP

321 Fleet maintenance.

322 Estimated savings: $46,000 - fleet repair.

323 Fleet maintenance - estimated savings.

324

325 Child Support Enforcement ("CSE") Payment
Processing -

estimated savings $129,000

pp. 326,327 Kennedy School Report - speaks to estimated
savings. Unclear what Kennedy School reviewed. No
source of data and no backup.



34. pp. 328 CSE Cover page.

35. pp. 329 - 331 CSE Fax - CSE Collections.

Bureau Comment:

According to page 330, only $.2 million out of $60 million

collected.

36 pp. 332 Hospital, Construction, Placements Cover page.

37. pp. 333 - 344 Explanation of Cost Savings - Hospital
closings - Annualized cost savings for Lakeville,
Rutland Heights and Cushing Hospitals.

Bureau Comment:

Bureau questions whether private costs include all services

or just bed and placement. No direct or indirect cost

sheets calculated - backup on placements unverified. Used

state "loaded" costs compared to limited data for privates.

Unable to verify if service base same. Using annualized

costs - not actuals.

38. pp. 345 Cover Sheet - Hospital Consolidation.

39. pp. 346, 347 Savings Analysis - Facility Privatization
and Closure.

Bureau Comment:

Aggregate figures - no backup - unverified, no direct or

indirect cost sheets.



40. pp. 348 Cover Sheet

41. pp. 349, 350 - 2 memos on savings attributed to
Belchertown State Hospital closing - no backup.

Bureau Comment:

Page 350 - November 19, 1993 memo on savings - report

completed November 1, 1993?

42. pp. 351 - 355 Belchertown consolidation.

43. pp. 356 Hospital Consolidation Capital avoidance.

$89,850,000 DPH $43,722,559 DMH
$10,000,000 DMR

reference hospital consolidation.

44. pp. 357 - 361 Manage Care Progress Report. Estimates
refer to FY'90 through FY'94.

Bureau Comment:

How much of these took place in FY'90 and FY'91

45. pp. 362 Cover Sheet - See Volume IV - Mental Health

Managed Care.

947 Cover Sheet.

948 - 950 Memo DPW.

951 Cover Sheet.

952, 953 Fax Estimated costs Fernald School.

954 Cover Sheet.

955 DPH Food Service Cover Sheet - 344 days
annualized.

4b . pp.

47. PP-

48. pp.

49. PP.

50. PP-

51. PP.



52. pp. 956 - 1061 DPH Food Service Contract Schools and
Evaluation Process Bid Submissions.

Bureau Comment:

105 pages of material with claimed savings of $250,000.

53. pp. 1062 Cover Sheet

54. pp. 1063, 1064 Fax Approximated Differences DMR Fernald
School.

55. pp. 1065 Cover Sheet.

56. pp. 1066, 1067 Savings - no backup.

57. pp. 1068 Cover Sheet.

58. pp. 1069 - 1078 DMH Savings Laundry.

59. Cover Sheet Pharmaceuticals.

60. pp. 1080 - 1092 Pharmacy Operating Costs.

61. pp. 1093 Cover Sheet

62. pp. 1094, 1095 Memo Savings with Partnership Clinics.
Aggregate total $6,503,135.

Bureau Comment:

No backup. Claimed savings $15,167,000 in A&F report.

63. pp. 1096 Cover Sheet.

64. pp. 1097 DSS Revenue Estimates.

65. pp. 1098 Cover Sheet - lists error states savings
should be increased from $3,459 to $10,378,270.

66. pp. 1099 - 1105 Prison Health Patient Rates and Savings
Analysis.



Bureau Comment:

Currently investigating claims of substantially reduced

medical services.

67. pp. 1106 Cover Sheet - Prison Food Service.

68. pp. 1107, 1108 DOC Cost Analysis

Bureau Comment:

No Backup.

69. pp. 1109 - 1111 Essex County Highway

Projected Savings $4.5 Million.

Bureau Comment:

These claims are unsupported. Claims of additional services

undocumented. Irregularities in supporting documents

subpoenaed by Bureau do not reconcile to aggregate numbers.

Bureau is unable to reconcile inventory and equipment

numbers. Estimate of $5 to $7 million closure of Danvers

building not included. $1.5 million savings in employee

transfers not verified.

70. pp. 1112

71. pp. 1113 Highway Maintenance Eastern Seaboard

Annual Figure of $19 Million transcribed incorrectly -
should have been stated as $11 million - contract has
just been let.



72. pp. 1114 - 1115 Estimates Highway Privatization.

73. pp. 1116 Cover Sheet - Utility Conservation $0 savings
pilot project.

74. pp. 1117 - 1138 Pilot Program Energy Conservation.

75. pp. 1139 Cover Sheet - Lemon Law.

76. pp. 1140 Kennedy School Report.

77. pp. 1141 Skating Rinks Cover Sheet.

78. pp. 1142 - 1149 Fax Skating Rinks Value Added, Capital
Repairs.

79. pp. 1150 Zoos.

80. pp. 1151 - 1171 Memo Average Expenses.

Volume IV

81. pp. 363 Cover Sheet - Mental Health

82. pp. 364 - 946 Managed Mental Health & Substance Abuse
memos, projections and regulations.


